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1...CASUALTY         PUBLIC SAFETY  113009
Officers and medics responded to a report of an ill male. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

2...DUI ARREST       LOT 21          120109
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 2:53 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

3...THEFT            MONAGAN HALL    120109
Victim reported his laptop stolen during Thanksgiving break. Officer initiated a report.

4...CASUALTY         CASA JACKSON    120109
Officer responded to a report of a female who fell from stairs at the De Rosa Center, Lair. Female was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

5...ANNOYING CALLS  JOHN BALLANTYNE 120109
Officer responded to a report of annoying and threatening phone calls. Officer initiated a report.

6...FIELD CHECKOUT   BURNS TOWER     120209
Officers conducted a checkout of a male subject on a bicycle in front of the tower. Subject was interviewed and warned.

7...WARRANT ARREST   PACIFIC & FULTON 120309
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested at 12:43 AM for an outstanding warrant and transported to the county jail.

8...VEHICLE ACCIDENT PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE 120309
Officer reported a non injury vehicle accident. Both parties were exchanging insurance information.

9...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT DELTA GAMMA  120409
Officer responded to a report of two male subjects on the fire escape looking through windows. Officers located the subjects and interviewed. Officer forwarding report for judicial review.
10...ARSON  

Officer responded to a report of smoke coming from a garbage can in front of the building. Officer activated extinguisher to extinguish.

11...WARRANT ARREST  

Officer responded to a report of a male subject who hit another male. Officer contacted the suspect and met with the victim. Victim did not need an ambulance. Victim will seek own medical treatment. Suspect was arrested on an unrelated outstanding warrant at 10:35 PM.

12...NOISE COMPLAINT  

SPD reported multiple noise complaints. Officers responded and advised party will be shutting down the music and will call if further assistance.

13...NOISE COMPLAINT  

Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers shut down party.

14...AIDED STOCKTON PD  

SPD requested officer assistance to an off campus loud party call off campus. Officers responded and advised accordingly.

15...PROWLING ARREST  

Officer reported a suspicious male subject on a bicycle who fled upon contact and is now in the Calaveras river. Officer was able to determine suspect stole bicycle from the De Rosa Center. The suspect abandoned the bicycle and jumped into the Calaveras River. The officer was able to locate him and arrested him. Subject was arrested for prowling and theft.

16...BURGLARY  

Officer responded to a report of an alarm sounding at a Pacific student’s off campus address. Officer reported a burglary occurred and requested SPD. SPD and residents responded.